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When I started thinking about the possibility of Cuts and Strands last 
year, it seemed like a good venue for pure enjoyment and smart writing. 
As my magazine progressed, I found myself needing something that 
could be more than that. 

The world of Hair Care seems larger than any other niche in the beauty 
industry. With so many Hair Care companies, products, Instagram feeds, 
blogs, video tutorials, and “experts” floating around the internet, it can 
seem overwhelming and, honestly, a bit confusing. 

As it relates to the hair care industry, many products are growing in 
popularity and demand. In our magazine we can constantly provide you 
an in depth product recommendations.

We truly love the next edition of our magazine, giving us the chance to share some of our Hair and 
Fashion trend topics plus real stories in a behind-the-scenes manner. It has added a totally new 
dimension to our tasks, and it enables the edit and art team a new way of engaging with our cherished 
readers. So perhaps it’s not all fun and games but it certainly is intensely fulfilling. 

The one thing we are sure of is the purpose of the magazine. Cuts and Strands will always be foremost 
about free expression, about the written word, about reading. Technology, the means of delivering 
this writing, is a very important, but secondary matter, we intend to keep providing the magazine in 
whatever form seems to work. Editors here are always willing to make improvements in the cause of 
writing. Enjoy reading



VITA AGE Hair KRINOFORT
From over thirty-years’ experience of Bottega di Lungavita and from the strength of nature, 
the innovative line is 100% made in Italy. Developed to prevent and contrast temporary 
hair loss and hair weakening. Two innovative products to be used in association for a 
guaranteed effectiveness (from left to right above)

For more information, learn more by scanning the QR Code or visit the web at
http://adghaircare.com/collections/intensive-scalp-treatment-self-help

Anti-Hair Loss Lotion
Stimulates and tonifyies the bulb with anti hair-loss properties for active promoting of the 
production of collagen and keratin. Non-greasy formula leaves hair pleasantly perfumed and clean.

Fortifying Anti-Hair Loss Shampoo
Suitable for thinning and fragile hair. It repairs hair fibre and stimulates devitalized hair bulb and 
fights hair oxidative aging from the roots to the shaft thanks to the natural active ingredients

Intensive Anti-Hair Loss Treatment
Enhanced formula is double effective in synergy with a new special molecule with stimulant, 
toning and reinforcing properties. Hair regains new strength and volume from first application

Dietary Supplement
Dietary supplement for hair wellbeing useful for maintenance of normal hair and also perform a 
specific antioxidant action



ANDSOFORTH creates series of theatrical feasts 
immersed around stories, drama and…secrets. 
After prior online booking, diners are informed 
of a meeting location on the day of the feast and 
strategic clues along the way to guide them to the 
final venue. After the feast, diners are bound to 
secrecy. They are now co-conspirators – nothing 
shall be divulged of the merrymaking and the 
hideaway.

A pop up restaurant specialising in fusing art 
& dining in non-linear experiences. Influenced 
by the underground dining sub-culture in 
London,founders Stuart Wee and Emily Png 
boldly draw inspiration from art forms and culture 
and collaboration.

The ANDSOFORTH creative team includes 
actors, set designers, chefs, costume designers, 
illustrators, copywriters, scriptwriters/producers, 
lighting designers, sound scape artists who 
conspire to create immersive dining experiences 
in Singapore.

To check out our happenings, you can head on to 
our website, https://www.andsoforth.com.sg



Footprints

Coney Island
@

Coney Island, or Pulau Serangoon, is a 
recreational island which gained public access 
to the public in October 2015. Coney Island was 
previously only accessible via kayaking or by 
boats which made the island a resting stop or 
adventure location.

With the land reclamation of Punggol town, the 
island is now a favourite recreation location 
for nearby residents. As you head to the island, 
you will firstly be greeted with a large gate with 
Coney Island wordings on it. (right) Depending 
on the time of visit, the main gates might be open 
or you can access via a side gate. Visiting hours 
are daily from 7am to 7pm.

You can enter the island by either cycling or 
walking. However, with only 4 shelters evenly 
located across the 2km long island, visitors 
are recommended to pack their electronics in a 
waterproof bag in case of bad weather!



Footprints

There are two routes you can take in Coney Island. One would be the main route which is a gravel road that cuts across the island. It 
will be ideal for a leisurely stroll or cycle as you meander through a changing landscape. The next would be for the adventurers where 
you go off the main road and into their dirt tracks to explore the abundance that nature can offer right in your backyard. Birdspotters can 

camp out and engage in wildlife photography while camping out 
in the camouflaged shelters provided. (left) For the layman, you 
can have leisurely strolls to their sandy beaches or just simply 
reconnect with nature as you stroll through the lively island. It 
will be best to go with covered shoes for ease of walking on the 
uneven road and also long pants are recommended as there are 
sandflies on the island.

How to get there:
From Punggol interchange, take bus 84 to Punggol Point Park/
Punggol Settlement. Walk about 500m east along the Punggol 
Promenade Nature Walk to get to Coney Island West Entrance.



To order or learn more, you can call: +65 6741 0409 or email: adghaircarepro@gmail.com
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eWith the trend of colours, patterns and prints taking over the fashion 

trend. The boldness from their flamboyance and eye catchyness are not 
just limited to fancy colours but also to creating strong identities that 
stands out from the crowd despite subtle colours. Hair however, have 
gone the opposite direction to balance out with subtleness using natural 
colours & looks.

2017 Spring/Summer is the time to bring back the simple, low 
maintenance hair genre. By playing with natural colours & curves, it is a 
celebration of your identity as you play with shades of brown to bring out 
the best of your identity.

Time to reconsider your bed hair or simple trends such as rebonds, a high 
Pony, gentle waves, hair flips or even a grown out shag. Share with the 
community what is your take for 2017 Spring/ Summer hair by posting 
on social media and use the hashtag (#sghaircouture)!



Hair Treatment 
Service

“Look and feel beautiful
with Curepod refarde.”

For all hair types including: 
colored / permed / damaged hair

Ooh la la  
Curepod  
Refarde

Refarde from the French 
word “farder” or “farde” 

means make up. So just like 
base makeup is important 
for sheer beautiful makeup, 
conditioning the hair base is 

also important for  
beautiful hair.

This new development, ‘base-
make formula’ will condition 
the base of any type of hair 
leaving the whole hair evenly 

glamorous and glossy.

In short Curepod Refarde 
leaves your hair silky and 

elastic from the Inside out.

To order or learn more, you can call: +65 6741 0409 or email: adghaircarepro@gmail.com



Three Points of Trisyscore (Part 2)
2. Extensive Coverage

Blended PPTs fills damaged 
holes in cortex.

KL: base ppt solution
KM: PPT to increase hair volume
CO: Collagen for hair softness

Recommended Blending (30ml):
light~middle damage
3 pumps each + 21ml water
middle~high damage
4 pumps each + 18ml water

Home haircare CE+
replenishes ceramides.

1 box allows for a month’s 
usage

CMC permeates cortex to enhance 
moisture retention

Cream: for sole treatment usage 
or with straightening.
Mist: with either color or perm

18-MEA makes cuticles 
hydrophobic

18S: for soft fine hair
18H: for coarse thick hair

High-molecular 
keratin coats 
surface cuticles



To order or learn more, call +65 6741 0409 or email adghaircarepro@gmail.com

The LINFA AGE line, containing phytotherapeutic extracts, has been 
formulated for the daily care of skin, both on the face and body, which 
is subject to some of the more common dermatological complaints, 
such as sensitive and reactive skin, dry and devitalized skin, senescent 
and thinned skin and greasy and impure skin.

DERMORESTORING SHAMPOO 
FOR OILY HAIR

Indicated for oily, heavy hair, it also 
provides relief to the scalp due to 
its toning, soothing and refreshing 

properties.

NOURISHING SHAMPOO FOR 
DRY HAIR 

Ideal for dry, thin and fragile hair 
weakened by bleaching, hair dryers
and prolonged sun exposure, which 
appears dull, is plagued by split ends

and breaks easily.

BRIGHTENING SHAMPOO 
WITH CHAMOMILE 

A fresh and delicate shampoo made
up of a latest-generation cleansing

and conditioning base which is
eco-certified, totally natural, gentle

and respects the skin’s balance.

TONIC ANTI HAIR FALL
SHAMPOO

The scalp always mirrors our state
of mental and physical health, since

there are many factors that negatively 
influence hair growth: poor diet,
tiredness, stress and, in women,

the menopause.

BIOREVITALIZING
ANTI-DANDRUFF SHAMPOO

An effective hair treatment against 
accelerated exchange of epidermal
cells, a phenomenon better known

as “dandruff ”.

DELICATE SHAMPOO FOR
FREQUENT USE 

A latest-generation cleansing blend 
containing delicate and eco-responsible 

surfactants with excellent cutaneous 
compatibility.



Fruit Oil
well-permeating treatment 
oil that takes care of dry 
hair ends and stretching hair 
caused by damaged. It works 
both on hair surface cuticles 
and internal cortexes leading 
hair supple healthy condition 
up through hair ends with 
glamorous shine.

Home Milk
Moist providing hair milk that 
permeates damaged hair. Apply on 
towl-dried hair for fresh touch. When 
used before bed or after shower, it 
makes the hair soft and flexible that 
is easy to be styled in the morning

Hair Fragrance
The Scent of fresh sweet white rose will softly cover the 
hair and emit gentle aroma. Spray before going out or 
just bring it with you when you out as it is a convenient 
compact size.

Spring/Summer 2017 look

G Shampoo & Treatment
The Scent of fresh sweet white rose will softly cover the 
hair and emit gentle aroma. Spray before going out or 
just bring it with you when you out as it is a convenient 
compact size.

Designed for women 
facing loss of hair 

volume, environment 
damage, hair chemicals 

& even aging.  The 
Muriem Pink Series 

are designed to 
restore the hair’s 

luster and bounciness, 
making hair styling 

easier and keeping it 
beautiful all day long



It all started with the Adidas Stan Smith. And I’m talking about our obsession with white shoes. 
Stan Smiths are a pair of shoes made by Adidas which were originally used for playing tennis. 
However, in recent times, Stan Smiths have been used (and worn) not for sports, but for style.

The all-white appearance appealed to many and somehow, I realized that the clean and minimal 
look has made its way from art to fashion. Don’t believe me? Try to look around you and you’ll 
see that most guys these days are wearing nothing but the basics: a simple white tee, a pair of 
jeans plus a white pair of sneakers to complement their entire getup.

When I was in Singapore last July, I took the opportunity to visit shopping outlets to get myself 
my very own pair of white kicks. I initially wanted a Stan Smith too, but unfortunately, when we 
visited an Adidas store, they were all sold out. Bummer!

However, that didn’t stop me from buying a pair of white sneakers. I figured that there must be 
some other white kicks out there from other brands which are comparatively cool as well. And 
yep, I was right. I found this one from Nike.

Would you have thought that this pair of shoes cost me only $35? That is around 1,500 Pesos 
only! It’s a pretty good deal. Most guys would think that it would be hard to pick clothes that 
will match a white pair of kicks. But based from my own experience, I’d say it is not that hard. 
In fact, it is kind of easy. There is one thing though that wouldn’t be easy with a white pair of 
shoes like this: Cleaning.

As you would have probably guessed, shoes like these are high maintenance. And they indeed 
are. When I started wearing my Superstar  I realized that I needed to wipe it off and clean it af-
ter every two or three uses. Yeah, it’s fine and doable, but compared to my other shoes, extra 
care is needed for white sneaks.

An important tip to remember: refrain from wearing it during rainy days. Shoes like these don’t 
look good when it has mud all over.

-Adrian, Kuala Lumpur Malaysia

Fashion Insights: My love for White Snickers ☺

#WhiteSneakers



To order or learn more, you can call: +65 6741 0409 or email: adghaircarepro@gmail.com

New EXCELSA Hp Technology allows the proper nourishment
to restore main hair components: Water, Proteins & Lipids

Maximum Protection:
Smaller molecules from Brazil Nuts 
allow better peneration through hair 
fibre and proteins. Resulting in more 
efficient restructuring and benefits 
from within. Special anti-irritation 
molecule creates a protective layer 
for skin and hair during application.

In Depth Lasting Moisture:
The capacity to bind water and deep 
penetration into the cortex allows 
lasting and deep moisturization. Thus 
allowing for proper 

Balanced Formula:
smaller molecules allows better 
peneration





BOUNCE Singapore is the hangout location for 
you if you are looking to relax in town!

Unique to herself, BOUNCE Singapore in general 
has 3 main features for you to go on a epic 
adventure INDOORS: X-Park, Trampoline Zone & 
Leap of Faith.

You can firstly go to the X-PARK to live your ninja 
warrior dreams as you not just experience an 
obstacle course, but also get a chance to time 
yourself and test your mettle.

Should you want something less strainous, you 
can bring out your inner child as you enter the 
trampoline zone which is literally a playground 
that is larger than life. There you will be spoilt for 
choice as you can choose from different zones 
to play in. For starters, the free-jumping arena 
can be a starting point as you get a feel of free 
jumping. There are also options such as a slam 
dunk, big bag or even trampoline dodgeball for 
exploration and have fun in. If you are feeling 
daring, you can even attempt the leap of faith.

BOUNCE Singapore is located at the 9th level of 
Cathay Cineleisure Orchard and is open daily. 
For more information you can check out their 
website @ www.bounceinc.com.sg



To subscribe to our Newsletter, Scan this 
QR Code or head on down to our website 
(http://www.adghaircarepro.com)
to subscribe!



+65 6741 0409



The producers of Godzilla reimagine the origins of one the most powerful monster myths of all in 
Kong: Skull Island, from Warner Bros. Pictures, Legendary Pictures and Tencent Pictures.  
 
This compelling, original adventure from director Jordan Vogt-Roberts (The Kings of Summer) tells 
the story of a diverse team of scientists, soldiers and adventurers uniting to explore a mythical 
uncharted island in the Pacific, as dangerous as it is beautiful.  Cut off from everything they know, the 
team ventures into the domain of the mighty Kong, igniting the ultimate battle between man and 
nature.  As their mission of discovery becomes one of survival, they must fight to escape a primal 
Eden in which humanity does not belong.

To fully immerse audiences in the mysterious Skull Island, director Jordan Vogt-Roberts and his 
cast and filmmaking team filmed across three continents over six months, capturing its primordial 
landscapes on Oahu, Hawaii – where filming commenced– on Australia’s Gold Coast, and finally in 
Vietnam, where filming took place across multiple locations, some of which have never before been 
seen on film.





B.life color

Enriched with Argan oil 
for brilliant colours.
Ammonia free.

B. life color is a gentle, 
ammonia free hair colouring 
cream. The gentle cream 
contains conditioning and 
lenitive components for a fully 
protection during the colour 
treatment. The gentle formula 
is enriched with Argan oil that 
softens, revitalizes, moisturizes 
and improves hair elasticity. B.life 
color contains in its formula the 
highest standard of ammonia 
free hair colouring cream, for 
multifaceted colour and hyper 
natural look. Nourishment 
and protection from inside for 
healthy, natural, full of shine hair!





CONTROL I CONTROL R INLINE EXH INLINE H INLINE S COSME L/C

For the Standard Hair Types

For those with Hair Damage

For High Hair Damage
from several times of
Straightening Perm


